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Mutually Exclusive CBC-Containing Complexes Contribute to RNA Fate

Highlights

- PHAX and ZC3H18 compete for binding to the nuclear CBC
- PHAX and ZC3H18 have opposite effects on the fate of snRNA precursors and other RNAs
- PHAX, ARS2, and ZC3H18 bind capped RNAs without strong preference for given transcripts
- CBC-containing complexes are short lived in vivo, with a lifetime of a few seconds

In Brief

The nuclear CBC plays diverse roles in RNA biogenesis and it is not clear how selective effects are achieved for individual RNA families. Giacometti et al. suggest that RNA fate involves the formation of short-lived, mutually exclusive CBC complexes, which may only be consequential at particular checkpoints during RNA biogenesis.
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The nuclear cap-binding complex (CBC) stimulates processing reactions of capped RNAs, including their splicing, 3′-end formation, degradation, and transport. CBC effects are particular for individual RNA families, but how such selectivity is achieved remains elusive. Here, we analyze three main CBC partners known to impact different RNA species. ARS2 stimulates 3′-end formation/transcription termination of several transcript types, ZC3H18 stimulates degradation of a diverse set of RNAs, and PHAX functions in pre-small nuclear RNA/small nucleolar RNA (pre-snRNA/snoRNA) transport. Surprisingly, these proteins all bind capped RNAs without strong preferences for given transcripts, and their steady-state binding correlates poorly with their function. Despite this, PHAX and ZC3H18 compete for CBC binding and we demonstrate that this competitive binding is functionally relevant. We further show that CBC-containing complexes are short lived in vivo, and we therefore suggest that RNA fate involves the transient formation of mutually exclusive CBC complexes, which may only be consequential at particular checkpoints during RNA biogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

All RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) transcripts undergo processing events that are essential for their function. Early during RNA synthesis, an m7-G cap is added to the nascent 5′ end by an enzymatic complex that binds the serine 5 phosphorylated form of the C-terminal domain (CTD) of RNAPII (Bentley, 2014). By protecting the nascent RNA from 5′ to 3′ degradation, the cap thus represents the hallmark of a successfully initiated RNAPII transcript. Importantly, the cap also serves a key role in many aspects of nuclear RNA biology (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis and Cowling, 2014). Nuclear cap functions are mediated by the CBP80 and CBP20 proteins (also named NCBP1 and NCBP2), composing the nuclear cap-binding complex (CBC) that associates co-transcriptionally with the nascent RNA (Glover-Cutter et al., 2008; Görmemann et al., 2005; Narita et al., 2007). CBP20 interacts directly with the m7-G cap through its classical RNA recognition motif (RRM), while CBP80 ensures high-affinity binding of the full CBC and provides a platform for interactions with other factors (Izaurralde et al., 1994; Calero et al., 2002; Mazza et al., 2002).

The CBC is highly specific for guanosine caps modified at position N7 (m7-G cap). Cap-adjacent nucleotides may also carry modifications, but it is believed that these nucleotides increase CBC affinity in a rather non-sequence-specific manner (Worch et al., 2005). In the following, we therefore refer to “capped RNA” as transcripts carrying an m7-G cap, regardless of the identity or modification of the adjacent nucleotides. The CBC is believed to bind all classes of m7-G-capped RNAs, including precursors and mature forms of mRNAs, stable long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), non-adenylated histone RNAs, and precursors of spliceosomal small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs). It also associates with m7-G capped forms of small nucleolar RNAs ( snoRNAs) and labile lncRNAs, such as promoter upstream transcripts (PROMPTs; Preker et al., 2008). Through its cap association, the CBC affects nuclear RNA metabolism in ways that appear specific for different RNA families. In the case of conventional mRNAs, the CBC stimulates the splicing of cap-proximal introns, the processing of RNA 3′ ends, and the formation of...
export-competent ribonucleoproteins (RNPs) (Cheng et al., 2006; Flaherty et al., 1997; Izaurralde et al., 1994). Stimulation of RNA splicing and export has been proposed to involve interactions of the CBC with the U4/U6.U5 tri-small nuclear RNP (snRNP) and ALYREF, respectively (Cheng et al., 2006; Pabis et al., 2013). In the case of non-adenylated histone mRNAs, the CBC promotes their 3’ end formation in a process involving interactions with the ARS2, NELF-E, and SLBP proteins (Gruber et al., 2012; Hallais et al., 2013; Narita et al., 2007). In the case of PROMPTs and other short-lived transcripts, such as products of readthrough transcription, the CBC recruits ARS2, ZC3H18, and the nuclear exosome targeting (NEXT) complex, composed of RBM7, ZCCHC8, and hMTR4 (Lubas et al., 2011). This leads to the formation of the CBC-NEXT (CBCN) complex (Figure 1A), which promotes RNA degradation via the nuclear RNA exosome (Andersen et al., 2013; Lubas et al., 2015). Finally, in the case of snRNAs, the CBC promotes transcription termination, aided by ARS2, and nuclear export of the resulting precursors (Andersen et al., 2013; Hallais et al., 2013; Ohno et al., 2000). The latter activity involves the so-called CBC-ARS2-PHAX (CBCAP) complex (Hallais et al., 2013; Figure 1A), where PHAX acts as an adaptor between the CBC/RNP complex and the nuclear export receptor CRM1 (Ohno et al., 2000). PHAX and the CBC are also involved in the biogenesis of capped snoRNAs, directing the intranuclear transport of nascent snoRNAs to Cajal bodies (Bouon et al., 2004).

Such a broad collection of CBC functions raises the question of how specificity is achieved; that is, how are different RNA families identified and brought to their proper processing machineries? This question is particularly relevant, given the dual RNA-productive and RNA-degradative effects imposed by the CBC on nuclear RNA (Andersen et al., 2013; Hallais et al., 2013). At least part of the answer lies in the different protein partners of the CBC complex (Müller-McNicoll and Neugebauer, 2014). As mentioned above, distinct CBC effectors drive different processing reactions, and their recognition of particular RNA families, or even individual transcripts, could potentially provide specificity. This concept is supported by studies of snRNAs and mRNAs in Xenopus oocytes, which indicate that the protein composition of the corresponding capped RNPs is determined by the RNA length and intronic content (Masuyama et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 2002). On the one hand, introns lead to the deposition of the exon junction complex (EJC) onto spliced RNAs (Ideue et al., 2007; Le Hir et al., 2000a), and the EJC communicates with the CBC to recruit the mRNA export adaptor ALY/REF (Cheng et al., 2006). On the other hand, RNA length appears to determine whether PHAX efficiently associates with CBC-bound RNAs or not (Masuyama et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 2002). Indeed, PHAX was suggested to specifically associate with short RNAs due to its active exclusion by hnRNPC tetramers, which bind selectively to RNAs longer than 200 nt (McCloskey et al., 2012). Whether this mechanism applies to all nuclear RNAs is currently unknown. How other CBC effectors discriminate their transcript targets and how effector-target recognition translates into biological activity are also unanswered questions.

In this study, we employ transcriptome-wide in vivo RNA cross-linking methodology, protein-protein interaction assays, factor depletions followed by substrate analysis, and fluorescence microscopy to functionally characterize three key CBC partners: ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18. Surprisingly, we find that the target specificities of these factors at steady state are rather broad and therefore unable to explain the RNA family-specific activities of the CBC. In contrast, our data suggest a model where short-lived, mutually exclusive CBC-containing complexes determine RNA fate by reacting to molecular cues imposed at specific time points during RNA biogenesis.

RESULTS

ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 Bind mRNA/pre-mRNA in a Cap-Proximal Fashion

To characterize how CBC-interacting factors with different biological activities might achieve RNA family-specific effects, we first performed individual-nucleotide resolution UV cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (iCLIP) with ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18. These proteins all bind RNA and associate with the CBC, but with distinct outcomes, providing good models to test whether substrate selectivity is accomplished by the specific recognition of RNA by CBC partners. As comparisons, we conducted iCLIP with CBP20, providing a useful baseline on which to compare CBC partners, and included our previous iCLIP analysis of the NEXT component RBM7 (Lubas et al., 2015).

For all proteins except ZC3H18, iCLIP was performed using HeLa Kyoto cell lines expressing, under the control of the respective endogenous gene promoters, localization and affinity purification (LAP)-tagged proteins with an N- or C-terminal GFP moiety (Andersen et al., 2013; Figure S1A). Since a tagged ZC3H18 HeLa Kyoto cell line could not be obtained, we instead employed a C-terminally 3xFLAG-tagged ZC3H18 cDNA, which was introduced in a single copy into HEK293 Flp-In T-REx cells (Andersen et al., 2013). All interrogated factors could be efficiently cross-linked to RNA in a UV-dependent manner and extensive RNase I treatment of immunoprecipitated (IPed) material confirmed that the majority of RNA was attached to the relevant proteins (Figure S1B). The “no-tag” control cell lines yielded no detectable PCR products (Figure S1C), implying a low experimental background. Each immunoprecipitation (IP) iCLIP library was produced in duplicate (Table S1) and the distribution of total mapped reads was calculated (Table S2). The replicates were generally similar to each other and different from both cytoplasmic poly(A)+ RNAs and rRNA-depleted total RNAs, revealing both reproducibility and specificity (Figures 1B and S1D; Table S2).

As expected from their CBC connections (Andersen et al., 2013; Hallais et al., 2013), ARS2, PHAX, ZC3H18, and RBM7 mainly bound to capped RNAs (Figure 1B), CBP20 was highly enriched on “mRNA first exons” (Table S2), in line with its direct binding to the cap. ARS2 and PHAX were both enriched on snRNAs and capped snoRNAs, consistent with their functions in snRNA biogenesis. However, all interrogated factors bound mRNA as their primary transcript biotype. For PHAX, this was somewhat unexpected, given its reported absence from long capped transcripts in Xenopus oocytes (Masuyama et al., 2004; Ohno et al., 2002). Selected iCLIP substrates were, however, validated by regular IPs followed by RNase protection or qRT-PCR analyses (Figures S2A–S2C), as well as by manual cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (CLIP) experiments (Figure S2D).
Visual examination of representative examples of canonical pre-mRNAs demonstrated that CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 exhibited a cap-proximal cross-linking preference (Figures 1C and 1D). Although such tendency was also reported for RBM7 (Lubas et al., 2015), this protein associated relatively more with the bodies of the examined transcripts. To more generally assess...
Figure 2. ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 Are Targeted to Common RNA Families

(A) Density profiles of reads from the indicated CLIP libraries displayed as reads per million (RPM) library reads, around ±2-kb regions of transcription start sites (TSSs; left part) and transcript termination sites (TTSs; right part) of the protein-coding genes from Figure 1E. Transcription directions are indicated by arrows as forward (mRNA direction) and reverse (PROMPT direction). Red and blue reads map to forward and reverse strands, respectively. Signal corresponding to 1 RPM is indicated. Note that CBP20 and ZC3H18 mRNA profiles were disrupted to ease visual inspection.

(B) Density profiles as in (A) but only showing reverse read densities in ±2-kb regions anchored around PROMPT TSSs as defined by CAGE summits (Chen et al., 2016). Signal corresponding to 1 RPM is indicated.

(C) Density profiles as in (A) but showing forward and reverse read densities in ±2-kb regions anchored around eRNA TSSs as defined by CAGE summits (Chen et al., 2016). Signal corresponding to 0.05 RPM is indicated.

(legend continued on next page)
factor binding, we employed a set of 5,769 well-annotated pre-mRNAs, containing no other annotated transcription start sites (TSSs) or transcript termination sites (TTTs) in the interrogated regions, and we calculated the fraction of iCLIP reads falling within the first 100, 500, or 1,000 cap-proximal nucleotides. As expected, the CBP20 CLIP signal was highly enriched at cap-proximal positions (Figure 1E) and consistent with the individually examined pre-mRNAs, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 displayed more frequent cap-proximal reads than RBM7 or than that observed by the distribution of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) reads, using either cytoplasmic poly(A)^+ RNAs or rRNA-depleted total RNAs.

To examine the maturation status of mRNAs bound by CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18, we next calculated the fraction of exon-intron (EI) or intron-exon (IE) junction reads in the respective libraries. Whereas RNA-seq datasets contained mostly spliced reads, iCLIP with CBC and its binding partners recovered many unspliced transcripts, consistent with the nuclear localization of the proteins (Figure 1F). CBP20 was most strongly enriched on spliced species, closely followed by PHAX, ARS2, and ZC3H18 (Figure 1F). As expected, RBM7 exhibited a relatively stronger binding to IE junctions, consistent with its accumulation in the 3' ends of introns (Lubas et al., 2015).

Taking these analyses together, we conclude that CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 associate with both immature and mature mRNAs with a common preference for cap-proximal binding, consistent with previous biochemical experiments (Andersen et al., 2013; Hallais et al., 2013; Izaurralde et al., 1992; Ohno et al., 1987). RBM7, on the other hand, associates with RNA in a less cap-proximal fashion. Hence, besides the surprising interaction of PHAX with pre-mRNA/mRNA, we note that the distinct ZC3H18 and RBM7 binding profiles suggest that a stable CBCN complex does not readily form within nuclear pre-mRNP/mRNP.

**Targeting of ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 to Different Classes of RNAPII-Derived Transcripts**

To further characterize transcript association of the investigated factors, we first generated metagene profiles of read densities from individual libraries by anchoring sequence tags to pre-mRNA TSSs or TTSs. As expected from our previous analyses, this revealed sharp cap-proximal peaks of CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18, as well as a more moderate enrichment of RBM7 (Figure 2A, red coloring). No major differences were observed for these proteins near the RNA 3' ends. Cap-proximal binding profiles for CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 were also apparent for reverse-transcribed PROMPTs (Figure 2A, blue coloring), which became clearer when CLIP signals were anchored to PROMPT 5' ends (Figure 2B) as defined by cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) data (Ntini et al., 2013). As for pre-mRNAs, RBM7 bound PROMPTs with a more moderate cap-proximal tendency. Interrogated proteins also accumulated close to the cap of long intergenic non-coding RNAs (lincRNAs; Figure S3) and enhancer RNAs (eRNAs; Figure 2C), although the low-abundant nature of the latter in the utilized exosome-proficient cells only allowed a moderate spatial signal resolution.

We next examined binding of factors to replication-dependent histone (RDH) RNAs, which are 3' end processed by U7 snRNA and therefore not polyanadenylated. All of the investigated proteins bound to histone mRNAs, with PHAX and ZC3H18 showing the highest fractions of CLIP reads (Figure 2D). RDH genes also generate 3'-extended transcripts that may terminate at cryptic downstream polyanadenylation (pa) sites (Gruber et al., 2012). Estimating iCLIP reads mapping to such 3' extensions relative to mature RDH transcript revealed elevated RBM7 binding compared to the other factors (Figure 2D). A similar tendency was also observed when interrogating independently transcribed sn(o)RNAs (Figure 2E, inset). Primary snRNA transcripts are cleaved by the Integrator complex to generate pre-snRNAs carrying extensions of less than 20 nt (“short 3' extensions”), which are exported to the cytoplasm by CBC and PHAX to be processed into mature trimethyl guanosine (TMG) capped snRNAs (Ohno et al., 2000). snRNA genes also produce transcripts carrying 3' extensions of a few hundred nucleotides (“long 3’ extensions”) and whose degradation relies on ZC3H18 and NEXT (Andersen et al., 2013). Consistently, RBM7 binding was again elevated on long 3' extensions relative to mature RNAs (Figure 2E, inset), but somewhat surprisingly this was not the case for ZC3H18 (see below). Finally, binding of factors to snoRNAs deriving from splicing of their host introns was analyzed and revealed robust RBM7 binding to mature snoRNAs and their 3' extensions (Figure 2F), consistent with NEXT-mediated decay from intronic 3' ends (Lubas et al., 2015). Interestingly, PHAX bound strongly to mature uncapped snoRNAs, whereas CBP20 and ARS2 did not, suggesting that PHAX may be recruited to these RNAs independently of CBC/ARS2.

Taking the data together, we conclude that the CBC and its partners generally bind the same families of coding and non-coding capped RNAs. However, some differences can be observed. First, RBM7 contacts unprocessed, long 3' extended snRNA and RDH transcripts, which most likely mirrors the NEXT-mediated activity of the RNA exosome on these species. Second, ARS2 and PHAX display a moderate enrichment on snRNAs as compared to CBP20, for example, which is consistent with their role in snRNA export. This is, however, contrasted by their quantitatively robust binding to mRNA (Table S2). Such limited specificity of ARS2 and PHAX for snoRNAs appears insufficient to faithfully identify these RNAs within the nucleus.

**ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 Display Limited Specificity within Separate RNA Families**

Although ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 bind families of capped RNA without strong selectivity, they might still bind different...
RNAs within one family. To address this question, we compared iCLIP reads counts for individual transcripts between relevant libraries (Figure 3A). This analysis revealed that all of the bound mRNAs (conventional and RDH RNAs), IncRNAs, and sn(o) RNAs displayed largely similar binding profiles for CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18. To try to identify differently bound RNAs, we focused on PHAX and ZC3H18, which appeared to have the most diverse sets of targets (see Figure 1B). We performed a differential expression sequencing (DE-seq) analysis of their respective iCLIP reads, which demonstrated that of a total of 11,514 RNAs, 79% were bound indistinguishably by the two proteins, while 7% and 14% were bound preferentially by ZC3H18 and PHAX, respectively (Figure 3B). Most of the specific PHAX binding events occurred on snRNAs, in agreement with previous analyses (Figure 1B). We then focused on mRNAs and found that 74% of these targets were shared (Figure 3C). Taken together, these analyses thus indicate that even within single RNA families, CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 bind similar RNAs. This apparent lack of specificity was further confirmed by an analysis of the motifs enriched in the iCLIP reads: in agreement with binding primarily determined by cap proximity, no motifs were clearly identified other than CpG-rich sequences, which are generally enriched near TSSs, and U-rich sequences, which are prone to cross-linking (Figure S4). In addition, the enrichment scores for all pentameric motifs around the cross-linking sites were highly correlated for the different proteins (Figure S4). RBM7 generally showed the weakest correlation, in agreement with its more widespread binding to cap-distal regions.

We next analyzed whether transcripts of different lengths would reveal any differential binding. To this end, all analyzed capped RNAs were ranked by their length and the cumulative distribution of reads was computed (Figure 3D, left panel). This demonstrated a preference of PHAX and ARS2 for short RNAs, while RBM7 bound preferentially longer transcripts in agreement with its enrichment on pre-mRNAs. We then tested whether this effect was driven by all RNA families and therefore repeated the calculation after removal of snRNAs (Figure 3D, middle panel), or both snRNAs and histone mRNAs (Figure 3D, right panel). This demonstrated that these two families were largely responsible for the preferential binding of PHAX to small RNAs, leaving only limited size discrimination for the remaining transcripts.

Altogether, we conclude that CBP20, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 bind similar transcripts at steady state. For the large number of included mRNAs, we failed to detect any strong dependence on length for PHAX binding.

**Steady-State RNA Binding of PHAX and ZC3H18 Correlates Poorly with Function**

The surprise that PHAX and ZC3H18 bind similar RNAs despite having differently reported targets led us to ask whether the steady-state binding of these proteins correlated with transcript change upon factor depletion. Hence, we depleted PHAX or ZC3H18 by RNAi in HeLa cells and profiled the resulting mRNA contents by RNA-seq (Figure 3E). A DE-seq analysis against a control siRNA revealed that 422 mRNAs were significantly affected by ZC3H18 depletion, while none were significantly affected by PHAX depletion, despite similar depletion efficiencies (Log2 ratios of −2.4 and −1.7 for ZC3H18 and PHAX, respectively). This lack of effect of PHAX depletion on mRNAs was consistent with its known function as a pre-snRNA export factor but not with its iCLIP RNA binding profile, which displays robust mRNA binding. We then considered separately the mRNAs that were preferentially bound by PHAX or by ZC3H18 (see Figure 3C). However, a similar fraction of mRNA was sensitive to the depletion of ZC3H18 regardless of its binding preference (Figure 3E), and a similar percentage of mRNA sensitive to ZC3H18 depletion was also identified in the entire mRNA population (Figure 3E). We conclude that the steady-state RNA binding profiles of PHAX and ZC3H18 correlate poorly with protein function at the genome-wide level.

**ARS2 and ZC3H18 Link the CBC to NEXT**

A way to rationalize that the interrogated factors largely share RNA targets, yet have a different effect, would be that these proteins are part of the same complex. However, while previous analyses showed that the CBCA complex can interact with PHAX (forming CBPCA; Hallais et al., 2013), and with ZC3H18 and NEXT (forming CBCCN; Andersen et al., 2013), no interactions have yet been reported between PHAX and ZC3H18/NEXT. Thus, to clarify these physical links further, we first determined protein-protein interactions between factors by performing pairwise two-hybrid assays of the human proteins in yeast cells (Y2H). As expected, robust interactions were detected between RBM7 and ZCCHC8 as well as between ZC3H18 and ARS2 (Table S3). Interactions of the CBC were monitored by co-expressing untagged CBP20 with CBP80 fused to the GAL4 DNA binding domain, together with the various preys fused to the GAL4 activation domain (Hallais et al., 2013). Using this strategy, we detected the expected interactions of the CBC with ARS2, PHAX, and NELF-E, a protein previously shown to directly interact with the CBC and used as a positive control (Narita et al., 2013).
Figure 4. Molecular Organization of CBC-Related Complexes
(A) Schematic overview of Y2H data acquired from pairwise tests and cDNA library screens (see Table S3). The interaction of hMTR4 and the core exosome with RBM7/ZCCHC8 is indicated. The previously demonstrated direct physical interaction is from Andersen et al. (2013); Hallais et al. (2013); Lubas et al. (2011), and Ohno et al. (2000).

(legend continued on next page)
Interestingly, a weak interaction was also detectable between the CBC and ZC3H18 (Table S3). To gather more data, we used human, Drosophila, and Arabidopsis ARS2 as well as human ZC3H18 as baits and performed Y2H screens of cDNA libraries of matched species. This recapitulated the ARS2-ZC3H18 interaction with Drosophila factors and revealed two interactions: (1) between the Arabidopsis homologs of ARS2 and PHAX and (2) between human ZC3H18 and ZCCHC8. The latter result was supported by the identification of a fragment located at the end of ZC3H18 (amino acids 746–953), which was sufficient to confer a robust interaction with ZCCHC8 in Y2H assays and co-IP experiments (Table S3; Figure S5A). The detected links of ARS2/ZC3H18 to the CBC and of ZC3H18 to the NEXT component ZCCHC8 suggested a collective interpretation of the Y2H results as depicted in Figure 4A. Consistent with previous affinity capture (AC)/mass spectrometry (MS) and in vitro protein-protein interaction data (Andersen et al., 2013; Hallais et al., 2013; Lubas et al., 2011), the CBC and NEXT complexes constitute separate entities with no apparent direct interaction. Instead, contact between CBC and NEXT appears to be mediated by ZC3H18 and ARS2. Moreover, PHAX, like ZC3H18, is capable of interacting with the CBC and ARS2 (Figure 4A; Hallais et al., 2013).

To substantiate the Y2H interaction results, we conducted a RBM7-LAP co-IP experiment and interrogated the ability of this NEXT component to associate with CBC-related factors in the presence or absence of ARS2, PHAX, or ZC3H18. Western blotting analysis of input samples from HeLa RBM7-LAP cells revealed that these three components were downregulated by administration of specific siRNAs, relative to control (CTRL) siRNAs (Figure 4B, lanes 1–4). RBM7 efficiently co-IPed CBP80, ARS2, ZC3H18, and the NEXT component ZCCHC8, whereas PHAX was undetectable (Figure 4B, lane 5). Consistently, depletion of PHAX did not change the RBM7 interaction pattern (Figure 4B, lane 7). In contrast, depletion of either ARS2 or ZC3H18 significantly decreased RBM7’s interaction with CBP80 (Figure 4B, compare lanes 5, 6, and 8). Moreover, the ARS2-RBM7 association was lost upon ZC3H18 depletion and the contact between RBM7 and ZC3H18 was moderately affected by ARS2 depletion. None of the RNAi experiments affected the ability of the RBM7-LAP fusion to be captured by bead-bound GFP antibodies or its precipitation of the NEXT partner ZCCHC8. These results support the protein interactions suggested by the Y2H data and position ARS2 and ZC3H18 as critical factors bridging the CBC with the NEXT complex (Figure 4B, right panel).

The inability of RBM7 to IP PHAX (Figure 4B), and the absence of PHAX in IPs of NEXT components and ZC3H18 (Andersen et al., 2013), suggested that the majority of cellular NEXT/ZC3H18 and PHAX might reside in separate protein assemblies. Consistent with this notion, a PHAX-3xFLAG AC/MS experiment efficiently detected ARS2, CBP80, and CBP20 but failed to detect ZC3H18, ZCCHC8, and RBM7 (Figure 4C; Table S4). Human MTR4 was detected in low, yet significant, yields, which likely reflects its interaction with the exosome, the core subunits of which were detected at similar quantities (Figure 4D).

**PHAX and ZC3H18 Compete for the CBC**

Given their mutual exclusive presence in IP eluates, we considered that PHAX and ZC3H18 might compete for binding to the CBC. To investigate this possibility, RBM7-LAP interacting proteins were immobilized on GFP antibody-conjugated beads and challenged by increasing amounts of recombinant human PHAX produced in E. coli. In vitro, this recombinant protein was able to form a stable complex with the CBC (Figure S5B). In CTRL experiments without addition of exogenous protein or with 40 μg of added BSA, RBM7-LAP was retained on beads with CBP20, CBP80, ARS2, ZC3H18, and hMTR4 (Figure 5A, left panel lanes 4 and 6). In contrast, addition of PHAX caused CBP20, CBP80, and ARS2 to be dissociated in a concentration-dependent manner, whereas ZC3H18 and hMTR4 remained bead bound with RBM7-LAP (Figure 5A, left panel lanes 5–12). Thus, exogenous PHAX was capable of breaking the link between ZC3H18/NEXT and the CBC (Figure 5A, right panel), suggesting a competition between PHAX and ZC3H18 for binding the CBC.

Further support for this idea was obtained by employing the LUMIER assay, which yields a quantitative measure of the in vivo interaction between two proteins of interest (Figure 5B, left panel). A construct harboring CBP20 fused at its N terminus to the firefly luciferase (FFL) protein and 3xFLAG (3xFLAG-FFL-CBP20) was transfected into HEK293T cells together with a construct expressing either PHAX (RL-PHAX) or ZC3H18 (RL-ZC3H18) N-terminally fused to the Renilla luciferase protein. Subsequently, whole cell extracts were subjected to anti-FLAG IPs and luciferase activities were measured in both the input extracts and their IP pellets. As a measure of interaction specificity, Renilla luciferase (RL) was first plotted as fold enrichment over CTRL beads with no FLAG antibody, confirming that both RL-PHAX and RL-ZC3H18 exhibited robust interaction with 3xFLAG-FFL-CBP20 (Figure 5B, right panel). These interactions were then challenged by overexpression of putative...
competitor proteins (Figure S5C). Consistent with the proposed CBCN architecture (Figure 4A), overexpression of NEXT components had no effect on the ZC3H18-CBP20 interaction (Figure 5C, right panel). A similar result was obtained employing hnRNPC, another proposed CBC binder (McCloskey et al., 2012). However, in agreement with the in vitro experiments of Figure 5A, overexpression of PHAX readily displaced ZC3H18 from CBP20. ARS2 overexpression also decreased the interaction, possibly by titrating ZC3H18 from a CBC/ARS2/ZC3H18 ternary assembly. Challenging the PHAX-CBP20 interaction in a similar manner revealed that overexpression of NEXT components and hnRNPC again had no effects (Figure 5D), whereas overexpression of ZC3H18 diminished the PHAX-CBC20 contact. Overexpression of ARS2 also displaced PHAX from CBP20, which again could be due to a titration of PHAX from the CBC-ARS2-PHAX complex.

Based on all of our data, we suggest that NEXT contacts the CBC through Z3CH18 and ARS2, and that the formation of CBC-ARS2-PHAX and CBC-ARS2-ZC3H18 is mutually exclusive.

PHAX and ZC3H18 Have Opposite Effects on RNA Levels

Whereas our CLIP data showed that ZC3H18 and PHAX associate with the same set of RNAs, our biochemical experiments demonstrated that these factors cannot simultaneously bind the CBCA complex. This suggests that an RNA bound by CBCA may transition between complexes containing either ZC3H18 or PHAX. If these proteins elicit different functional outcomes,
RNA fate might then be dictated by which RNP complex is favored at the time this “decision” has to be made. To address the validity of this hypothesis, we first employed a tethering assay to explore the functional consequences of binding PHAX or ZC3H18 to an RNA reporter. Hence, we fused ZC3H18 or PHAX to the MS2 coat protein (MCP), which itself was fused to GFP (MCP-GFP-X), and we co-expressed one of these fusion proteins together with a plasmid expressing MS2-GFP alone.

Figure 6. PHAX and ZC3H18 Exhibit Antagonistic Effects on RNA Levels

(A) Schematic representation of the employed tethering assay. An RL reporter RNA containing two MS2 binding sites in its 3' UTRs was contained on a plasmid also harboring an FL reporter to CTRL for transfection efficiencies. This plasmid was co-transfected with a plasmid expressing candidate polyepitides fused to MS2-GFP (MCP-GFP-X) or with a plasmid expressing MS2-GFP alone.

(B) Effects on RL reporter activity of tethering MCP-GFP-X fusions. Left: RL/FFL activity ratios obtained with the MCP-GFP-X fusion and normalized to the same ratio derived from the corresponding MCP-GFP CTRL sample. Right: RL/FFL RNA ratios measured by qRT-PCR and expressed as Log2 fold ratios between the MCP-GFP-X protein and the CTRL MCP-GFP fusion. Bars represent SDs from > 5 experiments.

(C) Effects of PHAX and ZC3H18 single- and double-depletions on levels of snRNA species carrying a long 3’ extension. Levels of the indicated transcripts were measured by qRT-PCR on RNA extracted from HeLa cells treated with the indicated siRNAs (color coded as displayed on the right). Values are displayed as Log2 fold changes relative to samples treated with a CTRL FFL siRNA. Bars represent SDs from > 3 independent transfection experiments. Stars indicate significantly different values (p < 0.02 with a Student’s t test).

ZC3H18746–953 fragment, sufficient for ZCCHC8 interaction (Table S3; Figure S5 A), had a similar effect (Figure 6 B, left panel). In stark contrast, tethering of PHAX induced a robust increase in RL activity. These effects were also reflected at the level of RL mRNA (Figure 6 B, right panel).

To test the effects of PHAX and ZC3H18 on endogenous RNAs, we turned to snRNAs, whose long 3’ extended species are known to be degraded by the exosome in an ZC3H18/NEXT-dependent manner (Andersen et al., 2013), providing useful model substrates. As expected, depleting ZC3H18 generally increased levels of 3’-extended RNAs derived from eight different snRNA genes and the capped U3 snoRNA gene (Figure 6 C; see depletion efficacy in Figure S6). In contrast, levels of the same substrates generally decreased upon PHAX depletion, whereas co-depletion of PHAX and ZC3H18 cancelled the effects of the individual depletions, which was also evident when averaging all snRNA substrates (Figure 6 C, “all snRNAs”). Interestingly, the effect of co-depletion was not always simply the addition of the individual depletion effects. For instance, depletion of ZC3H18 had little effect on U1.1 3’-extended transcripts. However, it completely cancelled the negative effect of depleting PHAX, suggesting that ZC3H18 had gained access to these
RNAs in the absence of PHAX. Thus, the absence of one protein sensitized transcripts to the presence of the other. This is in line with a model where ZC3H18 and PHAX compete for RNA bound by CBCA to yield opposite functional outcomes.

**PHAX and ZC3H18 Exchange Rapidly on the CBC In Vivo**

The idea that CBCA-bound RNPs might transition between CBCA-PHAX and CBCA-ZC3H18 forms implies that PHAX and ZC3H18 do not simply bind and “mark” RNPs for different destinations. It also implies that PHAX and ZC3H18 rapidly exchange on and off the CBC. To test this prediction, we employed a LacO/Laci co-recruitment assay (Hallais et al., 2013) to measure the lifetime of these interactions in living U2OS cells. We tethered CBP20 to an array of genomic LacO sites, by fusing it to a red fluorescent version of the Laci protein (mRFP-Laci-CBP20). Transfected cells displayed a diffuse nuclear mRFP-Laci-CBP20 signal in addition to a concentrated bright spot, corresponding to the location of the LacO array (Hallais et al., 2013; Figure S7A). We next tested whether the mRFP-Laci-CBP20 “spot” would recruit its various partners. Indeed, co-transfected GFP-tagged versions of CBP80, ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 concentrated in mRFP-Laci-CBP20 spots (Figure S7A, left and right panels). This recruitment was specific, as the proteins were not enriched in a CTRL spot formed by mRFP-Laci-KPNA3 (Figure S7B). We could also demonstrate that ARS2, PHAX, and ZC3H18 interactions were dependent on RNA, as a mutant form of CBP20 that does not bind the cap (F83A F85A; PHAX, and ZC3H18 interactions were dependent on RNA, as a protein to the LacO array (Figure 7A, right panel). GFP-CBP80 over a 2-min time course, indicating stable binding of the fusion protein to RNA is likely to occur mainly through the CBC, which

Eukaryotic cells produce various types of RNA that each follow a certain processing/decay and/or transport pathway. How proper transcript sorting into appropriate pathways occurs is a fundamental but incompletely understood problem. Because the CBC promotes the processing of different RNAs, yielding family-specific effects (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis and Cowling, 2014; Müller-McNicoll and Neugebauer 2014), it provides an interesting model to study the concept of RNA sorting. It has been suggested that such family- or transcript-specificity derives from CBC partners binding only certain RNAs, hereby acting as identity marks (Ohno et al., 2002). Our results do not support this idea, but instead suggest an alternative model where early RNP complexes are constantly remodeled and determine RNA fate by reacting to external input at specific times during RNA biogenesis.

**DISCUSSION**

Eukaryotic cells produce various types of RNA that each follow a certain processing/decay and/or transport pathway. How proper transcript sorting into appropriate pathways occurs is a fundamental but incompletely understood problem. Because the CBC promotes the processing of different RNAs, yielding family-specific effects (Gonatopoulos-Pournatzis and Cowling, 2014; Müller-McNicoll and Neugebauer 2014), it provides an interesting model to study the concept of RNA sorting. It has been suggested that such family- or transcript-specificity derives from CBC partners binding only certain RNAs, hereby acting as identity marks (Ohno et al., 2002). Our results do not support this idea, but instead suggest an alternative model where early RNP complexes are constantly remodeled and determine RNA fate by reacting to external input at specific times during RNA biogenesis.

**Binding of Some Landmark RNA Binding Proteins Is Promiscuous and Not Sufficient to Define RNA Maturation Pathways**

Early studies in Xenopus oocytes demonstrated that distinct RNA families use non-overlapping nuclear export pathways (Jarmolowski et al., 1994). Consistently, it was found that pre-snRNAs and mRNAs use distinct exportins and export adaptors: PHAX/CRM1 for pre-snRNAs (Ohno et al., 2000), and TAP, in association with ALYREF or other RNA binding proteins (RBPs), for mRNAs (Björk and Wieslander, 2014; Segref et al., 1997). Such specificity for a given export pathway appeared to stem from specific binding of key RBPs, such as PHAX or the EJC, to pre-snRNAs and spliced mRNAs, respectively (Ohno et al., 2002). This further suggested the possibility that RNA identity could be determined early on in the nucleus, perhaps even during transcription, and then stably maintained due to specific RNA coating by certain RBPs. The iCLIP data presented here do not support this hypothesis. This is because we detect binding of PHAX not only to pre-snRNAs as expected, but also to a large range of other capped RNAs, including PROMPTs, eRNAs, lincRNAs, RDH RNAs, and polyadenylated mRNAs. In fact, the fraction of total PHAX iCLIP reads mapping to mRNA approaches 40%, and is not restricted to particular mRNA species, not even to short transcripts as would perhaps have been predicted. When compared to CBP20, which expectedly binds to all capped RNAs, PHAX exhibits some preference for pre-snRNAs, but this specificity is moderate. With the notable exception of intronic snoRNAs, it is also important to note that binding of PHAX to RNA is likely to occur mainly through the CBC, which
can be appreciated by the largely cap-proximal binding of the protein (see Figures 1E and 2). The limited target specificity of PHAX is thus probably not due to promiscuous RNA binding, but rather to its loading onto RNA via cap-bound CBC. Binding of even a key RBP like PHAX is therefore poorly discriminating. It may even be argued that PHAX is a bona fide mRNA binding protein and that it could have a previously unnoticed role in mRNA biogenesis. However, PHAX depletion revealed little
effect on steady-state mRNA levels or splicing patterns in transcriptome-wide experiments. Furthermore, steady-state binding of PHAX and ZC3H18, as determined by iCLIP, correlated poorly with effects on RNA levels upon depletion of these proteins (see Figure 3E). Using PHAX and ZC3H18 as a paradigm, we therefore suggest that binding specificity per se may generally not be sufficient to identify RNAs and determine their fate. A notable exception may be the EJC, which binds stably to spliced RNA and thus provides a more definitive identity mark (Le Hir et al., 2000a, 2000b). However, the EJC is deposited as a result of splicing, and it is thus a stable label for a transient phenomenon, much like the poly(A) tail is for 3′ splicing, and it is thus a stable label for a transient phenomenon.

**Mutually Exclusive Formation of CBC Complexes at Specific Saturation Checkpoints May Determine RNA Fate**

Live cell imaging of RBPs has demonstrated their transient interaction with RNA, allowing rapid sampling of sequences. In agreement, our FRAP data show that CBC-containing complexes are quite labile, with a half-life of only a few seconds. With RNAPII elongation rates of about 2 kb/min (Boireau et al., 2007; Jonkers et al., 2014), a medium-sized human gene takes ~50 min to transcribe. Splicing and mRNA export also takes minutes (Audibert et al., 2002; Beyer and Osheim, 1988; Schmidt et al., 2011). This suggests that PHAX and ZC3H18 continuously exchange at the CBC-bound cap during RNA production. Thus, instead of using steady-state binding as a mechanism to identify RNAs and control their fate, many RBPs, including PHAX and ZC3H18, might be part of a “hit-and-run” mechanism, where transient fate would originate from “locking” of decisive complexes only at particular checkpoints during pre-mRNA processing. The ability of RNPs to form mutually exclusive complexes with proteins having opposing activities may reflect the need of the RNP to keep all options open until one outcome would have to be selected out of several possibilities. Indeed, it may simply reflect the fact that RNAPII “does not know” which type of transcription unit it is engaged with until relevant cues are instigated.

We suggest that one such cue, or checkpoint, may occur when a 3′ end processing signal emerges from the RNAPII exit channel. Processing signals drive the assembly of specific proteins, which may then synergize with the CBC to lock the proper complex and produce the required outcome. In support of this model, CBCCA was shown to stimulate the usage of a range of 3′-end processing signals (Hallais et al., 2013). Moreover, NEXT complex components purify with 3′-end processing factors (Shi et al., 2009). Thus, a cryptic, cap-proximal 3′-end/termination signal might promote an interaction between the CBCA complex at the RNA 5′ end with NEXT at the 3′ end, via ZC3H18. This would stabilize the CBCN complex, which would serve to exclude PHAX while simultaneously increase the access of NEXT and the exosome to the RNA 3′ end. Example substrates for such a scenario would be PROMPTs, whose early termination and degradation rely on promoter proximal poly(A) sites as well as the CBCA, NEXT, and exosome complexes (Andersen et al., 2013; Ntini et al., 2013). In contrast, the 3′-end processing signal of an snRNA would recruit the Integrator complex (Baillet et al., 2005), which might bias the competition between PHAX and ZC3H18 toward the formation of the CBCCAP complex (Hallais et al., 2013), excluding ZC3H18/NEXT and resulting in productive 3′-end formation. If proper 3′-end formation is missed, such as in the case of “long 3′-extended” sn(0)RNAs, downstream cryptic termination sites might again favor CBCN formation and transcript decay.

In this study, we have focused on RNA transport via PHAX and RNA decay via ZC3H18/NEXT. However, because the CBC has many activities, it is likely that dynamic exchanges of mutually exclusive protein complexes at RNA caps may also interplay with other processing events, such as RNA splicing. We propose that the constant remodeling of CBC-associated complexes allows the dynamic integration of a diverse source of signals, whereas a pre-determined, rigid CBC complex, deposited for instance at the start of transcription, would not allow such regulation.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Cell Culture and Plasmids**

HeLa, U20S, and HEK293 cells were grown in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptavidin, at 37°C, 5% CO2. DNA cloning was performed using standard techniques and the Gateway system (Invitrogen). The two-hybrid plasmids were based on pACTII, p422, and pAS2 dd (Hallais et al., 2013). Detailed maps and sequences are available upon requests.

**siRNAs**

Cells were transfected for 3 days using Lipofectamine 2000 (20 μM/mL in the transfection mixture, together with 0.4 μM siRNA), at a final siRNA concentration of 20 nM in the cell culture medium. siRNA sequences are indicated in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**iCLIP and Bioinformatic Analysis**

The iCLIP approach was performed as described in Konig et al. (2011) with the additional modifications of Lubas et al. (2015), which include differences in sonication and washing buffers. iCLIP cDNA libraries were sequenced from two replicate experiments for each interrogated factor. Trimmed reads were mapped to the hg19 human genome assembly and genomic annotations were assigned based on gene annotations from the UCSC genome browser and published datasets. To compare the CLIP data with total RNA abundances, we used representative RNA-seq datasets downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra). We used cytoplasmic poly(A)+-selected data from HeLa (SRR3479116; Lykke-Andersen et al., 2013) and HEK293 (SRR1275413) cells, as well as total RNA-depleted total RNA from HeLa (SRR1014903) and HEK293 (SRR2096982) cells. RNA-seq data were analyzed with the same pipeline as iCLIP.

**qRT-PCR Assays**

For qRT-PCR analysis, RNAs were treated with DNase RQ1 (Sigma) for 1 hr at 37°C to digest residual genomic DNA. RT and qPCR were performed as indicated in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Protein Interaction Assays**

For AC/MS analysis, we used HEK293 Flp-In T-Rex cells stably expressing C-terminally 3xFLAG-tagged PHAX under CTRL of a tetracycline-inducible promoter. Cryogenic disruption of cells and 3xFLAG-AC methodology were performed as previously described (Andersen et al., 2013). For the PHAX competition assay, CBCN assembly was first immobilized on the magnetic beads by co-IP of RBM7-LAP (as above) and then challenged with recombinant PHAX or BSA as the CTRL. Proteins were analyzed by western blotting.

Yeast two-hybrid assays were performed as previously described (Hallais et al., 2013). Strains expressing preys and baits were crossed and diploids were plated on triple and quadruple selective media (–Leu/–Trp/–Ade/–His/–Arg/–Ade).
or –Leu/–Trp/–Ade/–His). Growth was assessed visually after 3 days at 30°C. A similar protocol was used for regular two-hybrid assays, except that p422 plasmids and adenine selection were omitted.

For LUMIER assays, cells were extracted in HNTG 2 days after transfection, and antibody-coated beads were incubated with extracts for 2 hr at 4°C. Beads were washed three times in HNTG and resuspended in passive lysis buffer (PBL) (Promega), and luciferase activity was measured in the inputs and pellets using the dual-luciferase assay (Promega). HNTG is 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.9, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton, 10% glycerol, 1 mM MgO42, 1 mM EGTA, and protease inhibitors (Roche).

**MS2 Tethering Assay**

HEK293 cells were co-transfected with the luciferase reporter plasmid containing two MS2 stem-loops in its 3’ UTR and with plasmids expressing MCP-GFP fused to the protein of interest. Two days later, cells were lysed in PBL buffer (Promega) and firefly and RL activities were measured as described above.

**Microscopy and LacO FRAP Assay**

U2OS cells carrying a LacO array were plated on coverslips and co-transfected using JetPrime (PolyPlus) with plasmids expressing the GFP fusion of interest together with the mRFP-Laci fusion of interest. Two days later, cells were either fixed and visualized by wide-field microscopy or imaged live using a Zeiss LSM780 microscope. FRAP was performed on a spot with a radius of 1.5 μm using 10 iterations at full laser power, and images were collected every 96 ms. The mean fluorescence intensities of a bleached and of a non-bleached area were calculated for each time point (Ispot and Icell). The background signal was measured outside the cell (Ibkg). The bleaching and background corrected fluorescence intensity was then calculated at each time point I = (Ispot – Ibkg)/ (Icell – Ibkg). This value was then normalized to 1 by dividing it with the value of I computed with the averaged pre-bleach time points.
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